
science is often misrepresented as “the body of knowledge acquired by performing
replicated controlled experiments in the laboratory”

Actually science is something much broader: the acquisition of reliable knowledge about
the world.

comparative method or “natural experiment” is to compare natural situations differing
with respect to the variable of interest.

Collapse by jared diamond is a comparative method to understand societal collapses to
which environmental  problems contribute.

A rigorous, comprehensive, and quantitative application of this method was possible for
the problem of deforestation-induced collapses on Pacific Islands.

81 Pacific Islands graded by the extent of deforestation on a numerical scale and 9
input variables such as rainfall, isolation and restoration of soil fertility.

Maya and Easter island are both discussed as well as the failure of fertile Crescent
societies, Angkor wat the anasazi, Cahokia in the us, moche, tiwanaku, mycenean
Greece, minoan crete, Zimbabwe,

Unintended ecological suicide – ecocide has been confirmed by discoveries made in
recent decades by archaeologists, climatologists, historians, palenontonogists and
palynologists.

8 categories of damage:
1. deforestation (habitat destruction)
2. soil problems (erosion, salinization and soil fertility loss)
3. water management problems
4. overhunting
5. overfishing
6. introduced species on native species
7. human population growth
8. increased impact per capita of people
plus 4 new ones:
9. human-caused climate change
10. buildup of toxic chemicals in the environment
11. energy shortages
12. full human utilization of the Earth’s photosynthetic capacity

5 pt framework
1. environmental damage
2. climate change
3. hostile neighbors
4. friendly trade partners



most important 5. the society’s responses to its environmental problems – always
proves significant.

Comparative Method
1. graded the extent of deforestation on a numerical scale
2. graded values of 9 input variables as influence to deforestation
3. statistical analysis to calculate the relative strength with which each input

variable predisposed the outcome to deforestation.


